MecaTech Cluster

Walloon Competitiveness Cluster in Mechanical Engineering

- 413 members
- 156 R&D and investment projects
- 232M € budget
- 15 staff members

Activity Scope

Key Technology Domains:
- Advanced Materials
- Data Technologies
- Mechatronics & Microtechnologies
- Advanced Manufacturing Technologies

Application Domains:
- Medtechs
- Energy
- Industrie 4.0
- Defense & Security
- Circular Economy
- Connected Mobility

Challenges:
- Operational Efficiency & Digitalisation
- Energy Efficiency
- Material Efficiency (Circular economy, Metals, battery and mobility)
3 main missions

- Connexion
- Innovation
- Performance

International by

- EU Projects for our members
- EU Projects for Pole Mecatech
- Support of international networking & partnerships in advanced manufacturing
CIRCULAR WALLONIA DAYS
UNLOCKING THE PATH
TO A SUSTAINABLE BATTERY FUTURE
13th - 14th DECEMBER 2023

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE SUSTAINABLE FUTURE OF BATTERIES?

REGISTER NOW

https://circularwalloniadays.be/

EXPLORE
Support SME participation to business fairs and international events
Individual SME £ cut off
Up to £1,500 lump sum
Up to 40 SMEs funded
Open until Dec 2024
Apply now

TRAIN
Facilitate connection between training providers and SMEs for skills related to green manufacturing
Individual SME £ cut off
Up to £2,000 lump sum
Up to 45 SMEs funded
Open until Dec 2024
Apply now

Co-funded by the European Union